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on the benefits of simPliling,
integrating or unilying management and
supply-chain software across the various sites.
Those benefits may turn out to be
considerable, but any move to simpli! systems

is

uniike y to be a smooth process. ln fact, the
cha lenges may outweigh the potentia posltlves.

At software suppl er Sanderson, Chris
Buckham, genera manager for food and drink,
says:"Centrallsation is a nice idea,

butthe

diflerent sites in a qroup will often manufacture
different products, and will typical y have
optimised their production and processes
around thatl'
As a specialist provider to the food and drink

sector, Sanderson is understandably keen to
steer a path away from non-specialist

competitors. While pu ling disparate e ements
within your bustness together may appear, on

Rolling out the same supply-chain systems across

it, to be a logical objective, only an
expert in the sector can judge whether it rea ly
makes sense, the company argues.
"lts tempting to go to mainstream enterprise

different sites might appear to offer benefrts, but it
can also present challenges. Wmux6 &arader reports

the face of

resource p annlng [ERP] supp iers, which will
always te you their systems will do everythingi'
Buckham warns. "But they don't necessari y have
a grasp of the detail specific to food and drinkl'
Clearly, there needs

to be

a

focus cn the

tangible, quantifiable beneflts that any
simplification or standardlsation process would
deliver. Sanderson turns this round and asks

and process software supplier CSB-System points
out that in the worst cases, the use of different
para le systems wi I require the manua copying

can be many and varied, from reducing stock

of data from one to the other, with all the
neffrciency and risks to accuracy that this entails.

what rea ly gets the food industry excit.'d are
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and turning it round more qulck y to group wide
purchasing and a more efflcient back office, But

management and greater consistencyl"Pain
points'for specific companies may aLso tnc ude

MS

what business'pain potnts'need addressing.

But, even where data is exchanged automaticalLy

The'handshake'between mu ti leve systems
may be one of those critical points. Management

between systems, this may still not be a seam ess
solution. "Where data exchange is daily, for
example throuqh overnight updates from factory
systems to financial accounting, then speed

the management of seasonality and transportrelated issues, inc uding missed de ivery s ots.
ln most cases, Buckham says, payback w ll be
within the first year, although a full ERP system
wl sometimes be implemented in phases, wlth

is

t' e rost u'qe^L eou'rerelti TeI r" )1.

CSB's UK and

obviously compromisedl'says
lre and sa es manager Matthew Simpson.
"Where data

When it comes to stock visibility, warehouse
management systems (WMS) have a prime role
to p ay. Chess LogisticsTechno ogy has supp ied

exchanqed between systems
more frequently, but not in rea time, then doubt
about the accuracy ofdata often creeps in:'ls this
is

its Empirica WMS system to chiLled foods maker

Winterbotham Darby, which originally insta ed lt

my stock now, or has it changed in the last hour?"'
Buckham says: "The benefits of standardisation
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to its Deli Solutions and A atonisites.

According to Chess, the customer wanted to
keep its processes

simple as possib

as

e,

despite

the fact that each site had a unique set of
requirements when it came toWMS. By allowing
higher-level ERP and planning and forecasting
systems access to its improved stock visibility,
Empirica was able to boost overall stock
availability for Winterbotham Darby's customers.
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One of Sandersont clients for its systems is Wright's Bakery lngredients, based in Enfield, Middlesex
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ERP

and other enterprise- evel

systems. At lnfinityQS, chief operating officer

Doug

about the central importance of

'strugglediand should we be so surprised that
they have carried on with disparate WMS

(or lndustry 4.0), rather than simply running an

net content monltoring to ensure regulatory

automated factory.
"With greater connectivity between different

comp ance on the one hand and to minimise

data streams, processes and physical machines,

Fair talks

giveaway on the other,

traceability reasons,
process data has to be iinked to a product code,
For

order number, shift codes and other reference
points from a higher-leve system.

But have multi-site manufacturers real y

for creating the much-discussed'smart factory'

Falr says:"lts

more often the rule than the

it s possible

to take automation to a higher level,

and further improve production planning and

warehousing operationsi' says Simpson.
"6.{ -t
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exceptlon that businesses have diflerent systems

Of course, how long lt takes before a new system

systems, in some cases for many years?
"Peop es minds only really tend to be focused

on different sitesl'One barrler to change, typically

is

originating in the finance department, can be

pre-assessed benefits actuai y materia ise, wi

once profitability becomes an issue. lf you are
generating good profits, why change your

the argument that the value of existing software
or hardware has not yet been exhausted.'And

depend on a number offactors.

systems?

fyou have anything approaching

good system, you'll need

a

a

very good reason to

change iti'argues Alex Mills, marketing director at
Chess Alex

Mi s.

one of the most prevalent problems standing in
the way of standardisation is the notion that one
or another plant is uniquel'
nfinityQS worked with one beverage company

Anyone making that change will have to be
pretty confident that the new, standardised

to insta I its'software

system will do a better job than the legacy

case, the

as a service'in a cloud-based

environment across more than

,l00

sites. n this

fui y functronal, and indeed how many of the
I

Regarding speed-of-implementation,
Buckham explains:"You have a plan, but the
client wi I change their m nd, operational people

will decide they want something drfferent. lt may
come from middle management. lf you don't
have good governance, you can get this kind
'scone creen''

of

change has a lowed the customer to
move beyond the question typicaly iinked to
quality systems: Do we have a problem or not?

At CSB, Simpson says:"We ensure the
transition goes smooth y by fcrmulating a reaily

commoditised over time, with rnost recent
products for examp e - interfacing with ERP

"What they have

document.This maps out in great detail

specif cation, but which can provide insights

process steps, sequences, tasks, data flow and

and other hiqher-1eve systems.

they've never had beforel'Fair explains."This can

the interactron between srtesl'
The overall success of the prolect is likely to
depend on the commitment and buy in of all
stakeho ders within the customer's business, he

system it replaces, he says.That can be difficult,
given that WMS has tended to become quite

is a

wealth of data, which

is all in

bottom linel'
A further benefit of having rea time data
exchange within a single, lntegrated ERP system,
delrver vast rmprovements for the
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There can be more questlonable exp anations for
sticking to the status quo. "You also have to say,

says CSB, is that

this

sa

necessary precondition

vested interest quite like the vested
interest of the lT guyi'says Mills."lt quite often

there

accu rate and comprehensive

toncept'
al1

states."Often, legacy systems and practices have

been ongoing for a long trme, and people tend
to be both resistant to change and reluctant to

is no

tends to be a case of the tail wagging the dogl'

share their persona know edge of processes on

Then again, having the lT department on side
may not always be a positive sign, either. Of

the shopfloorl'
t is quite coTnmon, says CSB, for supervisors

software imp ementation generally, Sanderson
points out that the success or otherwise ofa

and managers to be unaware of details in

project will often depend on which part of the

appear lnsignificant to operators, but whlch wil

business is driving

it. "

production or warehouse practices that may

t may be operationally-

have to be taken into account in any successful

driven, commerc ally driven or T driveni'says

software system.
As Simpson puts it:"WMS and ERP systems
need to accurate y reflect what is physical y

Buckham. " f it s driven by the lT department, it
may turn out to be a vanity

project which

means that it may faill'
Like WMS, quality

contro software has to

happening in the warehouse, the factory
CSB! systems are used by Belgian beeffirm Veviba
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the business

as a

wholel'
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